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**Overview of the Records**

**Repository:** New York State Archives

**Summary:** This series consists of scattered and incomplete records which include financial reports of departments; treasurer's reports; accounts of cash received and debited; ledgers of purchases; and patient funds receipts.

**Creator:** Newark Developmental Center (N.Y.)

**Title:** Newark Development Center fiscal records

**Quantity:** 10.5 cubic feet

**Inclusive Date:** 1904-1974

**Series:** B2578

---

**Arrangement**

Roughly chronological by type of record.

---

**Scope and Content Note**

This series consists of scattered and incomplete records which include financial reports of departments; treasurer's reports; accounts of cash received and debited; ledgers of purchases; and patient funds receipts.

---
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Other Finding Aids

Available at Repository

Container list is available at the repository.

Use of Records

Access Restrictions

Restricted in accordance with Mental Hygiene Law, Section 33.13, relating to confidentiality of clinical records. Access is permitted under certain conditions upon approval by the Office for People with Developmental Disabilities.

Administrative Information

Acquisition Information

This series was transferred under records disposition authorization numbers 90104, 90395, 90393, 11776, 11777, 90396, and 22718.

Access Terms

- Fiscal records
- People with mental disabilities--Institutional care
- New York (State)
- Administering
- Developmentally disabled
- Newark State School (N.Y.)
- New York (State). Office of Mental Health
- New York (State). Department of Mental Hygiene